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Takahashi Kageyasu
(高橋景保 1785-1829)

“Geographer and scholar of Western
learning who produced some of the
earliest scientifically surveyed maps of
the Japanese archipelago and who paid
with his life for sharing his work with a
foreigner. Born in Ōsaka. Succeeding
his father, Takahashi Yoshitoki, as
shogunal astronomer in 1804, he
published a series of maps of Japan
based upon the surveys of Inō
Tadataka and two northern explorers,
Mamiya Rinzō and Mogami Tokunai.
In 1811, he established a translation
office for foreign books and personally
translated part of Engelbert Kaempher’s
history of Japan. Eagerness to acquire
new Western materials led him to
ignore a strict prohibition against giving
maps to foreigners when the Barvarian
naturalist Philipp Franz won Siebold
visited Edo (now Tōkyō) in 1826. When
Japanese maps were discovered
among Siebold’s effects in 1828,
shogunal authorities arrested Takahashi
and a number of his disciples,
reportedly after Mamiya Rinzō had
informed upon them. Takahashi died in
prison, and his corpse was formally
The Nihon Henkai Ryakuzu (日本邊界略圖) was executed by Takahashi

executed.”

Kageyasu in 1809. This map owes considerably to the Pieter de Hondt map of
1751 (Kaart von Oost Tartarye) based on the Jesuit surveys. It shows the Great

John J. Stephan

Wall ending at Shanhai’guan and being connected to the Qing (Inner and Outer)
Willow Palisade; shows Manzhou (滿洲) as a place name; and also shows
what the modern-day Japanese call “the Sea of Japan” as
“the Sea of Korea (Chosun 朝鮮海).”

Kodansha Encyclopedia of Japan 7,
Tokyo: Kodansha, 1983, p. 312.
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The Ancient Korea-Japan Relations

An-ak Tomb No.3, Hwang-hae-do

安岳 3號墳 黃海道 安岳郡 五菊里
A Koguryeo Royal Mausoleum (likely of
King Koguk-won 故國原王 r.331-71,
who was killed at Pyung-yang fighting
Paekche King Keun Chogo 近肖古王
r.346-75) with a 68-letter inscription
over the head of an aide-de-camp
named Tong Shu (冬壽 288-357, 西

側室入口 南側 帳下督 頭上墨書),
reporting that he had held various highranking positions and died incumbent in
357 at the age of 69. The tomb was
surveyed in 1949. See Ancient
Epigraph of Korea 1 (1992: 54-71).

帳下督 頭上墨書
永和十三年[357] 十月戊子朔卄六日
癸[丑] 使持節都督諸軍事平東將軍
護撫夷校尉 樂浪[相]昌黎玄菟帶方
太守 都鄕侯 幽州 遼東 平郭 都鄕
敬上里 冬壽 字□安 年六十九薨官
When Murong Huang succeeded his
father in 333, his younger brother, Ren,
rebelled in the Liaodong area.
According to the Zizhi Tongjian, one of
Huang’s officers named Tong Shu, a
Han Chinese from Liaodong, sided with
Ren after Huang’s initial defeat in 333,
and then, when Ren was crushed by
Huang in 336, fled to Koguryeo. He
appears as one of the two aides-decamp on the wall in the An-ak Mural
Tomb No. 3.

資治通鑑 卷九十五 晉紀十七 慕容
廆卒…仁擧兵…皝…遣軍…與…司馬
遼東佟壽 共討仁…皝兵大敗… 壽…
遂降於仁…慕容皝討遼東…咸康二年
…慕容皝將討慕容仁…佟壽…奔高麗
(left bottom) Cow-shed/Stable on south/
west wall in eastern side-chamber.

Model-Building for Birth of Yamato Kingdom

1
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三國志 卷三十 魏書三十 烏丸鮮

FOREWORD

卑東夷傳 第三十 倭 倭人在帶方東

ANCIENT KOREA-JAPAN RELATIONS

南大海之中 依山島爲國邑 舊百餘

BUILDING A MORE REALISTIC MODEL

國. 漢時有朝見者 今使譯所通三十
國...南至邪馬壹國 女王之所都…其
南有狗奴國 男子爲王…其國本亦以
男子爲王 住七八十年 倭國亂 相攻
伐歷年 乃共立一女子爲王名曰卑彌
呼 事鬼道能惑衆...景初二年 倭女
王遣大夫…等詣郡 求詣天子朝獻…
太守劉夏遣吏將送詣京都… 制詔親
魏倭王卑彌呼...正始八年..倭女王卑
彌呼與狗奴國男王卑彌弓呼素不和..
相攻擊...卑彌呼以死更立男王 國中
不服 更相誅殺...復立卑彌呼宗女壹
與年十三爲王 國中遂定
2

晉書 卷九十七 列傳第六十七 倭

人泰始[265-74]初 遣使重譯入貢
3

攝政六十六年 晉起居注云 武帝

泰初二年 [266] 倭女王遣重譯貢獻
4

晉書 卷十 帝紀第十 安帝義熙九

年 [413]是歲高句麗倭國...並獻方物
5

宋書 卷九十七 列傳 夷蠻 倭國…
世修貢職…永初二年[421] 詔曰倭讚
萬里修貢…可賜除授..元嘉二年[425]
讚又遣…獻方物 讚死弟珍立 遣使
貢獻 自稱使持節都督倭百濟新羅任
那秦韓慕韓六國諸軍事 安東大將軍
倭國王 表求除正 詔除安東將軍倭
國王…二十年[443] 倭國王濟遣使奉
獻 復以爲安東將軍倭國王 二十八
年[451]...濟死 世子興遣使貢獻...大
明六年[462]…興死弟武立
梁書 卷五十四 列傳 東夷 晉安帝
時[396-418]有倭王贊 贊死立弟彌 彌
死立子濟 濟死立子興 興死 立弟武

The Weishu (Record of Wei, 220-65) forms part of the
Sanguozhi (History of Three Kingdoms, 220-80) compiled by Chen
Shou (陳壽 233-97) of Western Jin (265-316). The record on the
Japanese Islands in the Dongyi-zhuan (Accounts of the Eastern
Barbarians) was apparently based on the reports made by Chinese
envoys to the northern part of Kyūshū around the nine-year
period of 239-48. It begins with the following statement: “The
people of Wo (Wa in Japanese) dwell in the middle of the ocean
southeast of Daifang [commandery]. Around the mountains and
islands, they form town-states, formerly comprising more than
one hundred states. During the Han dynasty [Wo] envoys appeared
at the court. Today, thirty of their town-states maintain
intercourse with us through envoys and interpreters.” There also
appears the record on Queen “Pimihu of the Yama-ich townstate” (called “Himiko of the Yama-tai State” by the Japanese
historians) from 238-47, and her relative Iyo who became queen
after Pimihu passed away.1 According to the Jinshu (compiled
during 646-8), an envoy and interpreters from the Wo people
came to the court of Western Jin with a tribute sometime early in
the period of 265-74.2 According to the Nihongi (that quotes a Jin
chronicle), it most likely was the year 266.3 The “Wo Queen”
recorded in the quotation of Nihongi as having sent interpreters
bearing tribute to the Jin court in 266 mostly likely was Iyo.
The Jinshu records the envoy of Yamato State presenting
local products to the Eastern Jin court in 413. 4 The Japanese
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Islands are never mentioned in the Chinese dynastic chronicles
from 266 to 413. According to the Songshu, Wendi (r.424-53) of
Liu-Song granted the king called Zhen the title of “General
Pacifying the East, the King of Yamato” sometime between 425442.5 The Kojiki and Nihongi (called Nihon-shoki by the Japanese
people), compiled in 712 and 720 respectively, read the Chinese
character Wo (倭) as Yamato (夜麻登/耶麻謄).
Historians speculate that the lacuna between 266-413
may imply that some sort of chaos prevailed in the Japanese
Islands. As Brown (1993: 108) notes, this period “has long been
considered a dark and puzzling stretch of prehistory.” The most
important fact may be that there were, according to the Chinese
dynastic chronicles, at least thirty Wo town-states in 266, but then
there emerged one Yamato state by 413. This period coincides
with the Yayoi-Kofun transition, and apparently also with the
birth of the first unified state in the Japanese Islands. The
objective of my study is to build a plausible model for the origin
of the Yamato dynasty and the roots of the imperial family,
focusing on this gap of 147 years.
Ever since Egami Namio presented his theory of the
continental origin of the founders of the Yamato Kingdom in
1948, numerous books and articles either refuting, disputing,
accepting, or refining his idea have been published for Englishspeaking readers. Yet despite the crucial role of Korea and the
Korean people in Egami’s Theory of Horseriding People, every one
of those publications except mine (1988, 1994, 2005, 2006) was
written either by a Japanese or a Western scholar, never by a
Korean scholar. It is time for English-speaking readers to hear,
once again from me, a Korean perspective on the origin of the
Yamato dynasty, and the roots of the Japanese imperial family.
I had worked exclusively on economics from 1958-80,
and on both economics and history from 1981-2005 (causing a
deterioration in my publication performance in economics). I
have been working exclusively on history since my retirement
from Seoul University in 2005. The present edition is the result
of my lifetime work on Korea-Japan relations from 300-700
CE. My purpose has been to write a history of the ancient
Korea-Japan relations from a Korean perspective. Readers
may regard my model on the origin of the Yamato dynasty as a
natural evolution from the sequence of Egami (1962, 1964)

Korea and Japan: History and Interpretation

0.1. (top) Tong Shu (佟壽 d.357) on
south wall. (bottom) There is also a 20letter inscription over the head of the
other aide-de-camp on the north wall of
the entrance into the western sidechamber (西側室入口 北側帳下督

頭上墨書), but only three letters (安,
好,遊) are identified. Anak Tomb No. 3.

Shift in Paradigm with Same Set of Data

0.2. (top) Governing scene of the king

西側室西壁; (middle) Grand
Procession 東側回廊; and (bottom) ax
warriors 前室南壁, An-ak Tomb No.3.
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and Ledyard (1975).
Jared Diamond (1998) has pointed out that “there is
much archeological evidence that people and material objects
passed between Japan and Korea in the period 300 to 700 CE.
Japanese interpret this to mean that Japan conquered Korea
and brought Korean slaves and artisans to Japan; Koreans
believe instead that Korea conquered Japan and that the
founders of the Japanese imperial family were Korean.” In an
article on the Fujinoki Sarcophagus, Edward Kidder, Jr. (1989),
then professor of art and archeology at the International
Christian University, has indeed mentioned the “Japanese
unwillingness to dig such tombs for fear of finding a Korean
buried inside or evidence proving that the imperial line had
Korean origins.” I ask readers to keep these statements in mind
as I unfold my thesis.
In her review of my 2006 limited preview edition of
this work, Barnes (2007b: 80) says this: “Hong offers no new
data on this problem. Instead he relies entirely on known
documentary sources.” True, I have never presented unknown
documentary sources. When we have a shift in paradigm,
however, the same set of data gives a very different story that may
well be closer to the reality.
Historians in every nation, whether Americans,
Europeans, Arabs, Iranians, Indians, Chinese, Japanese, or
Koreans, seem to be destined to write, consciously or
unconsciously, biased histories to gratify the vanity and aspirations
of their contemporaries. Western historians, however, have no
reason to write a “nationalistic” history on Korea-Japan
relations. Viewed from the opposite side of the looking-glass,
many Western historians who are specialists in Korea and/or
Japan are, consciously or unconsciously, still trying to fit the
realities of Korean and Japanese history into a Japan-centric
model by twisting and bending the historical facts. The
claustrophobic narrowness of the Japanese academic tradition
seems to have been rather blindly endorsed by the Western
exegesis. My writings have addressed mainly to those Western
experts.
A good summary of the Japan-centric version of the
ancient Korea-Japan relations and the origin of Yamato
dynasty is provided by the Cambridge History of Japan,
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Providing a Non-Japancentric Perspective

Volume I, Ancient Japan ed. Delmer M. Brown (1993). It is
considered a “good” reference, but of course that does not
mean it is reliable -- witness Brown making a groundless
statement that “in 461 the [Paekche] king sent his own mother
to Japan as hostage (ibid: 142)” apparently without himself
having a look at the Nihongi record; and declaring that
Koguryeo (called “Korea’s first sinified kingdom”) was “the
first of the three independent Korean kingdoms to emerge
during the fourth century (ibid: 111)” without taking care to
have a look at the Dongyi-zhuan of the Weishu of Sanguozhi that
records the Koguryeo king to have begun using the title “king”
in 32 CE. Reading my work, readers may yet be able to get a
larger look at the model-building methods practiced in
Japanese historiography that have been endorsed by Western
experts.
My intent is to provide readers with a balanced
perspective on Korea-Japan relations by exposing them to a
non-Japancentric perspective. For historians as well as laymen,
I offer the refreshing experience of looking at Korea-Japan
relations from an entirely new perspective. A proper, balanced
interpretation of the past history of Korea and Japan would
enable a more accurate understanding of modern East Asia.
Ideally, every highschool textbook in the world should
present history from more than one viewpoint, and children of
every nation should have a chance to see history from more
than one point of view.
In the limited preview edition of 2006, I presented both
the ancient Korea-Japan relations and East Asian history together
but, in light of the comments I have received, they are now
presented in two separate volumes. I am grateful to Professor
Mary Suzanne Schriber of Northern Illinois University who did
an excellent job of editing to make my book more readable.
Wontack Hong

0.3. Central section, grand procession,
on east wall, eastern corridor.
A Koguryeo royal mausoleum with 68letter records (西側室入口 南側 帳

下督 頭上墨書) on Tong Shu
(冬壽 288-357)

An-ak Tomb No.3
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<TOP>

A Korean Perspective

Kang-ni-do was made by Lee Hui (檢

詳官 李薈) in August 1402 under the
auspices of the Chosun court. Lee Hui
combined the two maps obtained from
Ming, one by Li Zemin(李澤民/聲敎廣

被圖) and the other by Qing Jun (淸濬
/混一疆理圖); a map of Japanese
Islands obtained in 1401 from the
governor (源詳助) of Hishū (肥州) by
an envoy (朴敦之) to the Muromachi
shogunate (adding Tsushima and Iki
islands); and a map for the area east of
the Liao River, chiefly the map for
Chosun (本國地圖), made by himself
in May 1402. It is rather surprising that,
87 years prior to the first Portuguese
expedition led by Bartolomeu Diaz
(c.1450-1500) to round the Cape of
Good Hope (1488), the map of the
whole African continent was presented
in the Kang-ni-do. Both the Ming maps
were based on the maps made in the
Mongol Empire sometime around 132040. Somehow the Mediterranean was
not colored to designate a sea, though
it is not too difficult to locate the Iberian,
Italian and Balkan peninsulas. The
Kang-ni-do is preserved at the Museum
of Ryukoku University (龍谷大學),
Japan.

(Size: 171 cm by 164 cm)

<MIDDLE>

A Japanese Perspective

A map of Japan, Korea and China
drawn on a folding fan used by
Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1537-98).
<BOTTOM>

A Chinese Perspective

“Overall Map of the Geography of All
Under Heaven” drawn by Mo Yi Tong in
1763 possibly on the basis of some
pre-Matteo Ricci map of 1602.
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Kunyu Wanguo Quantu

坤輿萬國全圖
(Complete Geographical Map of all the
Kingdoms of the World).
1602

Matteo Ricci (1552–1610) was from a
noble family in central Italy, and joined
the order of Italian Jesuit in 1571. He
arrived at the Portuguese province of
Macau in August 1582, and settled in
Zhaoqing, then the capital of
Guangdong Province, in 1583 in order
to study Chinese and to evangelize the
Ming China.
Ricci had a small Italian wall map in his
possession and produced the first map
named Yudi Shanhai Quantu (輿地山

海全圖) in Zhaoqing in 1584.
Ricci entered the Ming capital Beijing
on January 24, 1601, bringing atlases
of Europe and the West that were
unknown to his hosts. From then on, he
never left Beijing. In 1602, at the
request of the Ming Emperor Wanli (萬

曆帝 r.1573-1620), Ricci collaborated
with Mandarin Zhong Wentao, a
technical translator, Li Zhizao, and
other Chinese scholars in Beijing to
create Kunyu Wanguo Quantu. Among
other things, this map revealed the
existence of America to the Ming
Chinese.
Various versions of the map were
exported to Japan and Korea.
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Chapter 1 begins at 19.

